
a performance in front of an audience .
The idea that the concept of live performance with electronic

sounds should have a special status may seem ludicrous to many
readers . Obviouslymusic has always been a performance art and
the primary usage ofelectronic musical instruments before 1950
was almost always in a live performance situation . However, it
must be remembered that the defining of electronic music as its
own genre really came into being with the tape studios of the
1950's and that the beginnings of live electronic performance
practice in the 1960's was in large part a reaction to both a
growing dissatisfaction with the perceived sterility of tape music
in performance (sound emanating from loudspeakers and little
else) and the emergenceofthe various philosophical influences of
chance, indeterminacy, improvisation andsocialexperfmentation .

The issue of combining tape with traditional acoustic instru-
ments was a major one ever since Maderna, Varese, Luening and
Ussachevsky firstintroduced suchworks inthe 1950's . Avariety
of composers continued to address this problem with increasing
vigor into the 1960's . For many it was merely a means for
expanding the timbral resources of the orchestral instruments
they had been writing for, while for others it was a specific
compositional concern that dealtwith the expansion ofstructural
aspects of performance in physical space . For instance MARIO
DAVIDOVSKYand KENNETH GABUROhave bothwritten a series
ofcompositions which address the complex contrapuntal dynam-
ics betweenlive performers and tape : Davidovsky's Synchronisms
1-8 and Gaburo's Antiphonies 1-11 . These works demand awide
variety of combinations oftape channels, instruments and voices
in live performance contexts . In these and similarworks by other
composers thetape soundsare derivedfrom allmannerofsources
and techniques including computer synthesis . The repertory for
combinations ofinstruments and tape grewto immense interna-
tional proportions during the 1960's and included works from
Australia, NorthAmerica, SouthAmerica, Western Europe, Eastern
Europe, Japan, and the Middle East. An example of how one
composer viewed the dynamics of relationship between tape and
performers is stated by Kenneth Gaburo :

"On afundamental level ANTIPHONY III is a physical interplay
between live performers and two speaker systems (tape) . In
performance, 16 soloists are divided into 4 groups, with one
soprano, alto, tenor, and bass in each. The groups are spatially
separated from each other and from the speakers . Antiphonal
aspects develop between andamong theperformers within each
group, between and among groups, between the speakers, and
between andamong the groups and speakers .

On another level Antiphony III is an auditory interplay between
tape and live bands. The tape band may be divided into 3 broad
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compositional classes: (1) quasi-duplication of live sounds, (2)
electro-mechanical transforms ofthese beyond the capabilities of
live performers, and (3) movement into complementary acoustic
regions of synthesized electronic sound. Incidentally, I term the
union of these classes electronics, as distinctfrom tape content
which is pure concrete-mixing or electronic sound synthesis. The
live bandencompasses abroad spectrumfrom normal singing to
vocal transmission having electronically associated characteris-
tics. The total tape-live interplay, therefore, is the result ofdiscrete
mixtures of sound, all having the properties of the voice as a
common point ofdeparture."

Another important aesthetic shift that occurred within the
tape studio environment was the desire to compose onto tape
using realtimeprocesses that didnot require subsequent editing .
PAULINEOLIVEROSandRichard Maxfieldwereearlypractitioners
of innovative techniques that allowed for live performance in the
studio . Oliveros composed IofIV (1966) inthis manner using tape
delay and mixer feedback systems . Other composers discovered
synthesizer patches that would allow for autonomous behaviors
to emerge from the complex interactions of voltage-control de-
vices . The output from these systems could be recorded as
versions on tape or amplified in live performance with some
performer modification . Entropical Paradise (1969) by Douglas
Leedy is a classic example of such a composition for the Buchla
Synthesizer .

The largest and most innovative category of live electronic
music to cometo fruition inthe 1960's was theuse ofsynthesizers
and custom electronic circuitry to both generate sounds and
process others, such as voice and/or instruments, in realtime
performance. The most simplistic example of this application
extendsbackto theveryfirstuse ofelectronic amplificationbythe
early instruments ofthe 1930's . During the 1950's JOHN CAGE
and DAVID TUDOR used microphones and amplification as com-
positional devices to emphasize the smallsounds and resonances
of the piano interior . In 1960 Cage extended this idea to the use
ofphonograph cartridgesandcontactmicrophones in CARTRIDGE
MUSIC. The work focused upon the intentional amplification of
small sounds revealed through an indeterminate process . Cage
described the aural product: "The sounds which resultare noises,
some complex, others extremely simple such as amplifierfeed-
back, loud-speaker hum, etc . (All sounds, even those ordinarily
thought to be undesirable, are accepted in this music.)"

ForCage the abandonment oftapemusic and the move toward
live electronic performance was an essential outgrowth of his
philosophy of indeterminacy . Cage's aesthetic position necessi-
tated the theatricality and unpredictability of live performance
since he desired a circumstance where individual value judge-
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ments would not intrude upon the revelation and perception of
new possibilities . Into the 1960's his fascination for electronic
sounds in indeterminate circumstances continued to evolve and
become inclusive ofan ethical argument for the appropriateness
of artists working with technology as critics and mirrors oftheir
cultural environment . Cage composed a large number of such
works during the 1960's often enlisting theinspired assistance of
like-minded composer/performers such as DavidTudor, Gordon
Mumma, David Behrman, and Lowell Cross . Among the most
famous of these works was the series of compositions entitled
VARIATIONS of which there numbered eight by the end of the
decade . These works were really highly complex and indetermi-
nate happenings that often used a wide range of electronic
techniques and sound sources .

The composer/performer DAVID TUDOR was the musician
mostcloselyassociated with Cage duringthe 1960's .As a brilliant
concert pianist during the 1950's he had championed the works
of major avant-garde composers and then shifted his perform-
ance activities to electronics during the 1960's, performing other
composer's live-electronic works and his own . His most famous
composition, RAINFOREST, and its multifarious performances
since it was conceived in 1968, almost constitute a musical sub-
culture of electronic sound research. The work requires the
fabrication of special resonating objects and sculptural con-
structs which serve as one-of-a-kind loudspeakers when
transducers are attached to them.Theconstructed "loudspeakers"
function to amplify and produce both additive and subtractive
transformations of source sounds such as basic electronic
waveforms . Inmorerecentperformances thesoundshaveincluded
a wide selection ofprerecorded materials .

While liveelectronicmusicinthe 1960's waspredominantlyan
American genre, activity in Europe and Japan also began to
emerge . The foremost European composer to embrace live elec-
tronic techniques in performance was KARLHEINZ STOCK-
HAUSEN. By 1964 hewas experimenting withthe staightforward
electronic filtering of an amplified tam-tam in MICROPHONIE I.
Subsequent works for a variety ofinstrumental ensembles and/
orvoices, such as Prozessionor Stimmung, explored verybasicbut
ingenious use of amplification, filtering and ring modulation
techniques in realtime performance . In a statement about the
experimentation that led to these works Stockhausen conveys a
clear sense of the spirit of exploration into sound itself that
purveyed much ofthe live electronic work of the 1960's :

"Last summerI made afew experiments by activating the tam-tam
with the mostdisparatecollection ofmaterials Icouldfindaboutthe
house -glass, metal, wood, rubber, synthetic materials- at the
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same time linking up a hand-held microphone (highly directional)
to an electric filter and connecting thefilter output to an amplifier
unit whose output wasaudible through loudspeakers . Meanwhile
my colleague Taap Spekaltered the settings ofthefilter and volume
controls in animprovisatory way. At the same time we recordedthe
results on tape. This tape-recording of our first experiences in
`microphony' wasadiscovery ofthegreatestimportanceforme . We
hadcome to no sortofagreement.I used suchofthe materials Ihad
collected as I thought best and listened-in to the tam-tam surface
with the microphonejust as a doctor might listen-in to abody with
his stethoscope ; Spek reacted equally spontaneously to what he
heard as theproduct ofourjoint activity ."

In many ways the evolution of live electronic music parallels
the increasing technological sophistication of its practitioners . In
the early 1960's most of the works within this genre were
concerned with fairly simple realtime processing ofinstrumental
sounds and voices . Like Stockhausen's work fromthis period this
may have been as basic as the manipulation of a live performer
through audio filters, tape loops or the performer's interaction
withacoustic feedback. ROBERTASHLEY'S Woman (1964) is an
example of the use of high amplification of voice to achieve
feedback that alters the voice and a prerecorded tape .

By the end ofthe decade a number ofcomposers had techno-
logically progressed to designing their own custom circuitry. For
example, GORDON MUMMA'SMESA (1966) andHORNPIPE (1967)
are both examples of instrumental pieces that use custom-built
electronics capable of semi-automatic response to the sounds
generated by the performer or resonances of the performance
space. One composer whose work illustrates a continuity of
graduallyincreasingtechnical sophisticationis DAVID BEHRMAN.
From fairly rudimentary uses of electronic effects in the early
1960's his work progressed through various stages of live elec-
tronic complexificationto compositions likeRUN'lHROUGH (1968),
where custom-built circuitryand a photo electric sound distribu-
tion matrix is activated by performers with flashlights .

This trend toward new performance situations in which the
technologyfunctionedas structurally intrinsictothecomposition
continued to gain favor. Many composers began to experiment
with a vast array of electronic control devices and unique sound
sources which often required audio engineers and technicians to
function as performing musicians, and musicians to be techni-
cally competent. Since the number of such works proliferated
rapidly, a few examples ofthe range ofactivities during the 1960's
mustsuffice. In 1965, ALVINLUCIERpresented his MusicforSolo
Performer 1965whichused amplified brainwave signals to articu-
late the sympathetic resonances of an orchestra of percussion
instruments . John Mizelle's Photo Oscillations (1969) used mul-
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tiple lasers as light sources through which the performers walked
in order to trigger a variety of photo-cell activated circuits .
PendulumMusic (1968) by Steve Reich simplyused microphones
suspended overloudspeakers fromlong cables . The microphones
were set in motion and allowed to generate patterns of feedback
as theypassed over the loudspeakers . For these works, and many
others likethem, the structural dictateswhich emergedout ofthe
nature ofthe chosen technology also defined a particular compo-
sition as a unique environmental and theatrical experience .

Co-synchronous with the technical and aesthetic advances
thatwere occurring in live performance that I havejust outlined,
the use of digital computers in live performance began to slowly
emerge in the late 1960's . The most comprehensive achievement
at marrying digital control sophistication to the realtime sound
generation capabilities oftheanalog synthesizerwas probablythe
SAL-MAR CONSTRUCTION (1969) of SALVATORE MARTIRANO .
This hybrid system evolved over several years with the help of
many colleagues and students at the University of Illinois . Con-
sidered by Martirano to be a composition unto itself, the machine
consisted of a motley assortment of custom-built analog and
digital circuitry controlled from a completely uniqueinterface and
distributed through multiple channels of loudspeakers sus-
pended throughout the performance space . Martirano describes
his work as follows :

It can be set-up at one end of the space with a `spider web' of
speaker wire going out to 24 plexiglass enclosed speakers that
hang in a variety ofpatterns about the space. The speakers weigh
about 61bs . each, and aregently mobile according to air currents in
the space. Achanging pattern ofsound-traffic by 4 independently
controiiedprograms produces richtimbres thatoccur as the moving
source ofsound causes the soundto literally bump into itselfin the
air, thus effecting phase cancellation and addition ofthe signal .

The controlpanel has 291 touch-sensitive set/reset switches that
arepatchedso that atreeofdiversesignaipaths is available to the
performer. Theoutputoftheswitch is eitherset `outl 'orreset `out2' .
Further the 291 switches are multiplexed down 4 levels . The
unique characteristic of the switch is that it can be driven both
manuallyandlogically, whichallows human/machineinteraction.

DAVID DUNN

'The SAL-MARCONSTRUCTION was designed,financed and built
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in 1969-1972 by engineers Divilbiss, FYanco, Borovec and com-
poser Martirano here at the University of Illinois . It is a hybrid
system in which TTL logical circuits (small and medium scale
integration) drive analog modules, suchas voltage-controlled oscil-
lators, amplifiers andfilters . TheSMCweighs 15001bs crated and
measures 8'x5'x3' .
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Most innovativefeature ofthe human/machine interface is that it
allows the user to switchfrom control ofmacro to micro parameters
of the information output. This is analogous to azoom lens on a
camera . Apianist remains at one level only, that is, on the keys . It
is possible to assignperformer actions toAUTOand allow the SMC
to make all decisions."

One of the major difficulties with the hybrid performance
systems of the late 1960's and early 1970's was the sheer size of
digital computers. One solution to this problemwas presented by
GORDON MUMMAinhis composition Conspiracy 8 (1970) . When
the piece was presented at New York s Guggenheim Museum, a
remote data-link was established to a computer in Boston which
received information about the performance in progress . In turn
this computer then issued instructions to the performers and
generated sounds which were also transmitted to the perform-
ance site through data-link .

Starting in 1970 an ambitious attempt at using the new mini-
computers was initiated by Ed Kobrin, a former student and
colleague ofMartirano's . Starting in Illinois in collaboration with
engineer Jeff Mack, and continuing at the Center for Music
Experiment at the University of California, San Diego, Kobrin
designed an extremely sophisticated hybrid system (actually
referred to as HYBRID ITHROUGH V) that interfaced a mini-
computer to an array of voltage-controlled electronic sound
modules . As a live performance electronic instrument, its six-
voice polyphony, complexity and speed ofinteraction madeit the
most powerful realtime system ofits time . One of its versions is
described by Kobrin :

"The most recent system consists ofaPDP 11 computer with 16k
wordsofcore memory, dual digitalcassette unit, CRTterminal with
ASCII keyboard, and apiano-type keyboard. A digital interface
consisting ofinterrupt modules, address decoding circuitry, 8and
10 bitdigital to analog converters with holding registers, program-
mable counters and a series of tracking and status registers is
hardwired to a synthesizer. The musicgenerated is distributed to
16 speakers creating a controlled sound environment."

Perhaps the most radical and innovative aspect of live elec-
tronic performance practice to emerge during this time was the
appearance ofanewform of collective music making . In Europe,
NorthAmerica and Japan several important groups ofmusicians
began to collaborate in collective compositional, improvisational,
and theatrical activities that relied heavily upon the new elec-
tronic technologies . Some ofthereasonsforthis trendwere : 1) the
performance demands of the technology itself which often re-
quired multiple performers to accomplish basic tasks ; 2) the
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improvisatory and open-ended nature of some ofthe music was
friendly and/or philosophically biased towards a diverse and
flexible number ofparticipants ; and 3) the cultural and political
climate was particularly attuned to encouraging social experi-
mentation .

As early as 1960, the ONCE Group had formed in Ann Arbor,
Michigan . Comprised ofa diverse group ofarchitects, composers,
dancers, filmmakers, sculptors and theater people, the ONCE
GROUP presented the annual ONCE FESTIVAL . The principal
composers of this group consisted of George Cacioppo, Roger
Reynolds, Donald Scavarda, RobertAshley and Gordon Mumma,
most ofwhom were actively exploring tape music and developing
live electronic techniques . In 1966 Ashley and Mumma joined
forces with David Behrman and Alvin Lucier to create one ofthe
mostinfluential liveelectronicperformanceensembles, the SONIC
ARTS UNION While its members would collaborate in the realiza-
tion ofcompositions by its members, and by other composers, it
was not concerned with collaborative composition or improvisa-
tionlike manyother groups that hadformed aboutthe same time .

Concurrent with the ONCE Group activities were the concerts
and events presented by the participants of the San Francisco
Tape Music Center such as Pauline Olfveros, Terry Riley, Ramon
Sender and Morton Subotnick. Likewise a powerful center for
collaborative activity had developed at the University of Illinois,
Champaign/Urbana where Herbert Bran, Kenneth Gaburo, Le-
jaren Hiller, Salvatore Martirano, and James Tenney had been
working. By the late 1960's a similarly vital academic scene had
formed at the University ofCalifornia, San Diego where Gaburo,
Olfveros, Reynolds and Robert Erickson were now teaching .

In Europe several innovative collectives had also formed. To
perform his ownmusic Stockhausen had gatheredtogether a live
electronic music ensemble consisting of Alfred Alings, Harald
Boje, Peter Eotvos, Johannes Fritsch, Rolf Gehlhaar, and Aloys
Kontarsky. In 1964 an international collective called the Gruppo
di Improvisazione Nuova Consonanza was created in Rome for
performing live electronic music . Two years later, Rome also saw
the formation ofMusica Elettronica Viva, one ofthe most radical
electronic performance collectives to advance group improvisa-
tion that often involved audience participation. In its original
incarnation the group included Allan Bryant, Alvin Curran, John
Phetteplace, Frederic Rzewski, and Richard Teitelbaum .

The other majorcollaborative group concerned with the impli-
cations ofelectronic technologywasAMMin England . Founded in
1965 byjazz musicians Keith Rowe, Lou Gare and Eddie Provost,
and the experimental genius Cornelius Cardew, the group fo-
cused its energy into highly eclectic but disciplined improvisa-
tionswith electro-acoustic materials . Inmanyways the groupwas
an intentional social experiment the experience ofwhich deeply
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informedthesubsequentScratchOrchestra collectiveofCardew'S .
One final category of live electronic performance practice

involves the more focused activities of the Minimalist composers
of the 1960's. These composers and their activities were involved
with both individual and collective performance activities and in
large part confused the boundaries between the so-called "seri-
ous" avant-garde and popularmusic .The composerTERRY RILEY
exemplifies this idea quite dramatically. During the late 1960's
Riley created avery popular form ofsolo performance using wind
instruments, keyboards and voice with tape delay systems that
was an outgrowth from his early experiments into pattern music
and his growing interest in Indian music . In 1964 the New York
composer LaMonte Young formed THE THEATRE OF ETERNAL
MUSIC to realize his extended investigations into pure vertical
harmonic relationships and tunings . The ensemble consisted of
string instruments, singing voices and precisely tuned drones
generated by audio oscillators . In early performances the
performers included John Cale, Tony Conrad, LaMonte Young,
and Marian Zazeela .

Avery brief list ofsignificant live electronic music works ofthe
1960's is the following:

1964) Young : The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys; Sender :
DesertAmbulance ; Ashley: Wolfinan; Stockhausen : Mikrophonie I

1960) Cage : CARTRIDGEMUSIC

1965) Lucier: Musicfor Solo Performer

1966) Mumma: MESA

1967) Stockhausen : PROZESSION; Mumma: HORNPIPE

1968) Tudor : RAINFOREST, Behrman : RUNTHROUGH

1969) Cage and Hiller: HPSCHD; Martirano : Sal-Mar Construc-
tion; Mizelle: Photo Oscillations

1970) Rosenboom: Ecology of the Skin

4) MULTI-MEDIA
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The historical antecedants for mixed-media connect multiple
threads ofartistic traditions as diverse as theatre, cinema, music,
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sculpture, literature, and dance . Since the extreme eclecticism of
this topic and the sheervolume ofactivity associatedwith itistoo
vastfor the focus ofthis essay, Iwill onlybe concerned with a few
examples of mixed-media activities during the 1960's that im-
pacted the electronic art and music traditions from which subse-
quent video experimentation emerged .

Much of the previously discussed live electronic music ofthe
1960's can be placedwithin themixed-media category inthat the
performance circumstances demanded by the technology were
intentionally theatrical or environmental. This emphasis on how
technology could help to articulate new spatial relationships and
heightened interaction between the physical senses was shared
with many other artists from the visual, theatrical and dance
traditions . Many new terms arose to describe the resulting
experiments ofvarious individuals and groups such as "happen-
ings," "events," "action theatre," "environments", orwhatRichard
Kostelanetz called "The Theatre of Mixed-Means ." In many ways
the aesthetic challenge and collaborative agenda ofthese projects
was conceptually linked to the various counter-cultural move-
ments and social experiments of the decade . For some artists
these activities were a direct continuity from participation in the
avant-garde movements ofthe 1950's such as Fluxus, electronic
music, "kinetic sculpture," Abstact Expressionism and Pop Art,
and for others theywere a fulfillment ofideas aboutthemerger of
art and science initiated by the 1930's Bauhaus artists .

Many of the performance groups already mentioned were
engaged in mixed-media as their principal activity. In Michigan,
the ONCE Group had been preceded by the Manifestations : Light
and Sound performances and Space Theatre of Milton Cohen as
early as 1956 . The filmmaker Jordan Belson and Henry Jacobs
organized the Vortexperformancesin San Francisco the following
year . Japan saw the formation of Tokyo's Group Ongaku and
Sogetsu Art Center with Kuniharu Akiyama, Toshi Ichiyanagi,
Joji Yuasa, Takahisa Kosugi, and Chieko Shiomi in the early
1960's . At the same time were the ritual oriented activities of
LaMonte Young's THETHEATREOFETERNALMUSIC . The group
Puisa was particulalry active through the late sixties staging
environmental lightandsoundworks such astheBOSTONPUBLIC
GARDENS DEMONSTRATION (1968) that used 55 xenon strobe
lights placed underwater in the garden's four-acre pond . On top
of the water were placed 52 polyplanar loudspeakers which were
controlled, along with the lights, by computer and prerecorded
magnetic tape . This resulted in streams oflight and sound being
projectedthroughoutthepark at high speeds . At the heart ofthis
event was the unique HYBRID DIGITAL/ANALOG AUDIO SYN-
THESIZER which Pulsa designed and used in most of their
subsequent performance events .

In 1962, the USCO formed as a radical collective ofartists and
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engineers dedicated to collective action and anonymity. Some of
the artists involved were Gerd Stern, StanVan Der Beek, andJud
Yalkut . As Douglas Davis describes them :

"USCO's leaders were strongly influenced by McLuhan's ideas as
expressed in his book Understanding Media. Their environ-
ments-performed in galleries, churches, schools, and museums
across the United States-increased in complexity with time,
culminating in muitiscreen audiovisual "worlds" and strobe envi-
ronments . They saw technology as a means of bringing people
together in a new and sophisticated tribalism. In pursuit of that
ideal, they lived, worked, and created together in virtual anonym-
ity . -

Theinfluence ofMcLuhan also had a strong impactupon John
Cage during this period and marks a shift in his work toward a
more politically and socially engaged discourse . This shift was
exemplified in two of his major works during the 1960's which
werelarge multi-media extravaganza's stagedduring residencies
at the University of Illinois in 1967 and 1969 : Musicircus and
HPSCHD . The later work was conceived in collaboration with
Lejaren Hiller and subsequently used 51 computer-generated
sound tapes, in addition to seven harpsichords and numerous
film projections by Ronald Nameth .

Another example of a major mixed-media work composed
during the 1960's is the TEATRO PROBABILISTICO HI (1968) for
actors, musicians, dancers, light, TV cameras, public and traffic
conductor by the brazilian composer JOCY DE OLIVEIRA. She
describes her work in the following terms that areindicative of a
typical attitude toward mixed-media performance at that time :

"This piece is an exercise in searchingfor totalperception leading
to a global event which tends to eliminate the set role ofpublic
versus performers through a complementary interaction . The
community life and the urban space are usedfor this purpose. It
also includes the TV communication on apermutation of live and
video tape andatransmutationfromutilitarian-camera to creative
camera .

The performer is equally an actor, musician, dancer, light, TV
camera/video artist or public. They all are directed by a traffic
conductor. He represents the complex contradiction ofexplicit and
implicit. He is a kindofmilitary Godwhocontrols thefreedom ofthe
powers by dictating orders through signs. He has power over
everything and yet he cannot predict everything . The performers
improvise on a time-event structure, according to general direc-
tions . The number of performers is determined by the space
possibilities. It is preferable to use a downtown pedestrian area.
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Theconductorshould be located in the center oftheperforming area
visible to the performers (over a platform) . He should wear a
uniform representing any high rank.

For the public as well as the performers this is an exercise in
searchingfor a total experience in complete perception."

One of the most important intellectual concerns to emerge at
this time amongst most ofthese artistswas an explicit embracing
of technology as a creative counter-cultural force . In addition to
McLuhan, the figure of Buckminster Fuller had a profound
influence upon an entire generation of artists . Fuller's assertion
that the radical and often negative changes wrought by techno-
logical innovation were also opportunities for properunderstand-
ing and redirection ofresources became an organizing principle
for vanguard thinkers in the arts . The need to take technology
seriously as the social environment in which artists lived and
formulated critical relationships with the culture atlarge became
formalized in projects suchas Experiments inArtand Technology,
Inc . and the various festivals and events they sponsored : Nine
Evenings: Theater and Engineering; Some More Beginnings ; the
seriesofperformancespresented atAutomationHousein NewYork
City during the late 1960's ; and the PEPSI-COLA PAVILIONFOR
EXPO 70 in Osaka, Japan . One of the participants in Expo 70,
Gordon Mumrna, describes the immense complexity and sophis-
tication that mixed-media presentations had evolved into by that
time:

"The mostremarkableofall multi-media collaborations was proba-
bly the Pepsi-Cola Pavilion for Expo 70 in Osaka. This project
included many ideas distilledfromprevious multi-media activities,
and significantly advanced both the art and technology by numer-
ous innovations . The Expo 70 pavilion was remarkableforseveral
reasons . It was an international collaboration ofdozens ofartists,
as many engineers, and numerous industries, all coordinated by
Experiments in Art and Technology, Inc . From several hundred
proposals, the projects oftwenty-eightartists and musicians were
selectedforpresentation in thepavilion . The outside ofthepavilion
was a 120foot-diametergeodesic dome ofwhiteplastic and steel,
enshrouded by an ever-changing, artificially generated water-
vapor cloud . The public plaza infront of the pavilion contained
seven man-sized, sound-emitting floats, that moved slowly and
changed direction when touched . A thirty foot polar heliostat
sculpture tracked the sun and reflected a tenfoot-diameter sun-
beamfrom its elliptical mirror through the cloud onto the pavilion.
The inside ofthe pavilion consisted oftwo large spaces, one black-
walled and clam-shaped, the othera ninety foot high hemispheri-
cal mirrordome. The sound and light environment ofthese spaces
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wasachievedby an innovative audioand opticalsystemconsisting
of state-of-the-art analog audio circuitry, with krypton-laser,
tungston, quartz-iodide, and xenon lighting, all controlled by a
specially designed digital computer programmingfacility .

The sound, light, and control systems, and their integration with
the unique hemispherical acoustics andoptics ofthepavilion, were
controlledfrom amovable console. On this console the lighting and
soundhadseparatepanelsfrom which the intensities, colors, and
directions ofthe lighting, pitches, loudness, timbre, and directions
of the sound could be controlled by live performers. The sound-
moving capabilities ofthe dome were achieved witharhombic grid
of thirty-seven loudspeakers surrounding the dome, and were
designed to allow the movementofsoundsfrompoint, straight line,
curved, andfield types ofsources. The speed ofmovement could
varyfromextremely slow tofastenough to lose the senseofmotion.
The sounds to be heard could befrom any live, taped, or synthe-
sized source, and up to thirty-two different inputs could be con-
trolled at one time. Furthermore, it was possible to electronically
modify these inputs by using eight channels of moderation cir-
cuitry that could change the pitch, loudness, and timbre in a vast
number ofcombinations . Another console panel contained digital
circuitry that could be programmed to automatically control as-
pects ofthe light andsound. By their programming ofthis control
panel, the performers could delegate any amount ofthe light and
soundfunctions to the digital circuitry. Thus, at one extreme the
pavilioncould be entirely a live-performance instrument, and atthe
other, an automated environment . The most important design
concept ofthe pavilion was that it was alive-performance, multi-
mediainstrument. Between the extremes ofmanual andautomatic
control ofso many aspects ofenvironment, the artist could estab-
lish all sorts of sophisticated man-machine performance interac-
tions."

CONSOLIDATION : THE 1970AND SO'S

The beginning of the 1970's saw a continuation ofmost ofthe
developments initiated in the 1960's . Activities were extremely
diverse and included all the varieties of electronic music genres
previously established throughout the 20th century. Academic
tape studios continued to thrive with a great deal of unique
custom-built hardwarebeing conceived byengineers, composers
and students . Hundreds of private studios were also established
as the price oftechnology became more affordable for individual
artists . Many more novel strategies for integrating tape and live
performerswere advanced as were newconcepts for live electron-
ics and multi-media . A greatrush ofactivity in new circuit design
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also took place and the now familiar pattern of continual mini-
aturization with increased power and memory expansion for
computers began to become evident. Along with this increased
level of electronic music activity two significant developments
became evident : 1) what hadbeen for decades apioneering fringe
activity within the larger context of music as a cultural activity
now begins to become dominant ; and 2) the commercial and
sophisticated industrial manufacturing of electronic music sys-
tems and materials that had been fairly esoteric emerges in
response to this awareness . The result of these new factors
signals the end of the pioneering era ofelectronic music and the
beginning of a post-modern aesthetic that is predominantly
driven by commercial market forces .

By the end ofthe 1970's mostinnovations in hardware design
had been taken over by industry in response to the emerging
needs ofpopular culture . The film andmusic "industries" became
the major forces in establishing technical standards which im-
pacted subsequent electronic music hardware design . While the
industrial representationist agenda succeeded in the guise of
popular culture, somepioneering creative work continued within
the divergent contexts of academic tape studios and computer
music research centers and in the non-institutional aesthetic
research ofindividual composers . While specialized venues still
exist where experimental work can be heard, it has been an
increasing tendency thataccess to such work has gottenprogres-
sively more problematic .

One ofthemostimportant shifts to occurinthe 1980'swas the
progressive move toward the abandonment of analog electronics
in favor of digital systems which could potentially recapitualate
and summarize the prior history of electronic music in standard-
ized forms . By the mid-1980's the industrial onslaught ofhighly
redundant MIDI interfaceable digital synthesizers, processors,
and samplers even began to displace the commercial merchan-
dizing of traditional acoustic orchestral and band instruments .
By 1990 the presence of these commercial technologies had
become a ubiquitous cultural presence that largely defined the
nature of the music being produced .

What beganinthis centuryas a utopianandvaguely Romantic
passion, namelythat technologyoffered anopportunity to expand
human perception and provide new avenues for the discovery of
reality, subsequently evolved through the 1960's into an intoxi-
cation with this humanistic agenda as a social critique and
counter-cultural movement . The ironyis thatmany ofthe artist's
who were most concerned with technology as a counter-cultural
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social critique builttools that ultimately became the resources for
an industrial movement that in large part eradicated their ideo-
logical concerns . Most of these artists and their work have fallen
into the annonymous cracks of a consumer culture that now
regards their experimentation merely as inherited technical R &
D . While the mass distribution ofthe electronic means ofmusical
production appears to be an egalitarian success, as a worst case
scenario it may also signify the suffocation of the modernist
dream at the hands of industrial profiteering . To quote the
philosopher Jacques Attali : "What is caned music today is all too
oftentenonly adisguiseforthemonologueofpower. However, and this
is the supreme irony of it all, never before have musicians tried so
hard to communicate with their audience, and never before has
that communication been so deceiving . Music now seems hardly
more than asomewhat clumsy excusefor the self-glorification of
musicians and the growth ofanew industrial sector."

From a slightly more optimistic perspective, the current dis-
solving ofemphasis uponheroic individual artistic contributions,
within the context ofthe current proliferation ofmusical technol-
ogy, may signify the emergence ofa new socio-political structure :
the means to create transcends the created objects and the
personality ofthe object's creator . The mass dissemination ofnew
tools and instruments either signifies the complete failure ofthe
modernist agenda or it signifies the culminating expression of
commoditization through mass pro-
duction of the tools necessary to de-
construct the redundant loop of con-
sumption. After decades of selling
records as a replacement forthe expe-
rience of creative action, the music
industrynow sells the toolswhichmay
facilitate that creative participation .
We shift emphasis to the means of
production instead of the production
of consumer demand .

Whichever way the evolution of
electronic music unfolds will depend
upon the dynamical properties of a
dialectical synthesis between indus
trialforces and the survival ofthemodernist beliefinthe necessity
for technology as a humanistic potential. Whether the current
users of these tools can resist the redundancy of industrial
determined design biases, induced by the cliches of commercial
market forces, depends upon the continuation of a beliefin the
necessityforalternative voices willing to articulate thatwhichthe
status quo is unwillingly to hear .
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